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Let t; be the moduli space of stable holomorphic vector bundles of rank 2 and fixed determinant of odd degree 
over a smooth complex projective curve of genus g. This paper gives a complete and very simple description of the 
rational cohomology ring H*(&J. A structural formula is proved for H*(A$, which was originally conjectured by 
Mumford. It is shown that the first relation in genus g between the standard generators atisfies a recurrence 
relation, first found by Zagier, and that the invariant subring for the mapping class group is a complete intersection 
ring. A GrGbner basis is found for the ideal of invariant relations; this leads to a natural monomial basis for 
H*(. I;). R 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a smooth complex projective curve of genus g > 2 and Lo a line bundle of odd 
degree on C. The moduli space of stable holomorphic vector bundles of rank 2 and 
determinant Lo over C is a smooth projective variety of complex dimension 3g - 3. As 
a real manifold, this moduli space depends only on the genus g of C (see, e.g., [7]) and we 
denote it by 4. The purpose of this paper is to give a complete description of the rational 
cohomology ring H*(SS,), which was first studied some 30 years ago and which has received 
a considerable amount of recent interest. 
It was proved in [lo] that this ring is generated by certain “characteristic lasses” z, ,#, 
* L, ... 2 t+bzg and the Betti numbers were calculated in [9]. Mumford conjectured a complete 
system of relations, which was confirmed by Kirwan [6]. A different method of determining 
relations was given by Thaddeus [14], who derived an explicit formula for the intersection 
pairings. Despite these two solutions, the structure of the cohomology ring remained 
somewhat mysterious. 
Thaddeus’ work made it clear that the structure of the whole ring H*(JV-,) is 
largely governed by that of certain core subrings HF(J$) of H*(J$) for g’ Q g, which 
may be defined as the subrings invariant under the action of the mapping class group 
of C. This action factors through the action of Sp(2g; E)-or more naturally 
Sp(H’(C; Z))-which fixes x and /3, and for which {t,GI, . ,$I,,} is a basis for the 
fundamental representation. Thus the invariant subring is generated by c(, /I and “J, the 
invariant quadratic expression in the $is. For the purposes of this paper, HF(J,) 
will actually be defined in this way, without explicit reference to the action of the mapping 
class group. 
‘When this research was being done, the first author was at the University of Liverpool supported by the 
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Now, in fact, Mumford had also suggested a formulation of this property at the time he 
conjectured the relations, but this had not passed into general circulation. He conjectured 
that there is a decomposition 
where I, is the ideal of relations holding between 2, /I and y in genus g and Ak,H3(d) is the 
primitive component of AkH3(./VJ with respect o y. As the first step towards the description 
of H*(hG) we verify this conjecture in Theorem 3.2. It then remains to describe H:(4) or 
equivalently I,. 
The main result in this direction was discovered by Zagier [15] in 1991 and also more 
recently, but independently, by Baranovskii [2], Siebert and Tian [13] and the current 
authors; see also the still more recent work of Earl [3] and Herrera and Salamon [S]. 
THEOREM. HT(J$) is a complete intersection ring with relations in degrees 2g,2g + 2 and 
2g + 4. More precisely 
1, = (is, &+I? &+A 
where the elements [, E Q [cc, fi, r] are determined recursively by 
i g+1 = rig + Y2P5g-I + Mg - vY5,-2, 
sturting with co = 1. 
The proof we give here differs from the others mentioned, particularly in the crucial step 
of showing that [, is a relation in genus g. Indeed [, may be characterised as the first relation 
in genus g, that is the unique relation (up to scaling) of lowest degree. Therefore we take this 
as the definition of [, and start by finding a formula satisfied by its coefficients (Proposition 
4.1), which determines ome of them. We do this using the original method that gave the 
relations in low genus [12; 10, Section 51 and also partial information in higher genus [l 11. 
The surprising observation is that the partial information so obtained, together with the fact 
that any relation in genus g is also a relation in all lower genera, is actually sufficient to 
show that the first relation in genus g satisfies Zagier’s recurrence relation above. 
The proof of the theorem is completed by finding a full set of relations [,,“, for 0 $ n d g, 
which is almost a Grobner basis for I, and hence enables us to identify a monomial basis for 
H:(d). In this way, the structure of this ring, and hence H*(Mq), is completely determined. 
The paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2, we recall the facts already known about the 
cohomology ring that we will need later. In Section 3, we prove Mumford’s conjecture that 
enables us to restrict attention to the invariant subring. In Section 4, we prove the partial 
formula for the first relation in genus g and then show that Zagier’s recurrence relation is 
satisfied. In Section 5, we complete the proof of the Theorem stated above and identify the 
full set of relations. Except where otherwise stated, all cohomology groups have rational 
coefficients. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The Betti numbers of J$ were calculated in [9] and may be efficiently presented as the 
coefficients of the Poincare polynomial [4, Satz 3.31 
p(~. t) = (1 + t3)2” - tQ(1 + t)Q 
9’ (1 - t2)(1 - t4) . (2.1) 
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This may be interpreted as the difference of two expressions, the first of which enumerates 
the free ring on a set of generators of H*(Ng) and the second of which enumerates the ideal 
of relations. 
A suitable set of generators was calculated in [lo]. It consists of classes a~ Hz. 
/leH4 and a basis $1, . . . ,I/~, for H3. These may be defined by splitting the second 
Chern class of the universal endomorphism bundle on =,4< x C into its Kiinneth components 
as follows: 
c,(Endq) = 2af- /? + 4 z $iei 
i=l 
(2.2) 
wherefis the positive generator of H’(C; Z) and el, . . , eZ9 is a symplectic basis of H’(C; Z) 
with eiei+g = -ffor 1 < i < g. Since odd degree cohomology classes anticommute, the ‘free 
ring on the generators’ is A*H3(.A$) @ Q [cc, /I], whose Poincar& polynomial is 
(1 + t3p 
(1 - P)(l - t4). 
(2.3j 
Using results from [9, lo] it is also possible to identify a basis for H*(&J consisting of 
monomials in the above generators. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If n < 3g - 1, then the monomials 
Mip’jlC/i, . . . $ix’ 2i + 4j + 3k = n, i + k < g, il < . . . < ik (2.4) 
form a basis of H”(.Ng). 
Proof: The fact that these monomials are independent follows from [lo, Propositions 
2.6 and 3.41 together with [9, Lemma 43 which says that multiplication by B is injective on 
Hflp4(.4) for n < 3g - 1. Since the number of such monomials is equal to the nth Betti 
number [9, Theorem 21 the result follows. 0 
Remark 2.2. The monomial basis (2.4) may be extended to one for the whole cohomol- 
ogy ring by exploiting the fact that c( is ample, and hence the Hard Lefschetz Theorem 
implies that, for n < 3g - 3, multiplication by ti3g-3-n provides an isomorphism 
H”(Ng) z H 6g-6-“(~). However, in Remark 5.3 below, we will find a more natural 
extension. 
Remark 2.3. In the light of Proposition 2.1 it is natural to rewrite the expression for the 
Poincare polynomial of Ng given in (2.1) as 
t3k t1 - t 
&-2k)(l _ +4k) 
(1 - ?)(l - t4) . (2.5) 
In each expression, the coefficient of t” is clearly the number of monomials in (2.4) for 
n d 3g - 3, while the whole expression is compatible with Poincart: duality. The equality in 
(2.5) follows simply from the fact that (“,g) = ( &f!tk), which may be thought of as a reflection 
of Poincart duality for the Jacobian of C. The significance of this last observation is that it 
also applies to the calculation of the Poincari: polynomial for the algebraic cohomology 
in [l]. 
A suitable set of relations in A*H3(d) 0 Q[cc, /?I was proposed by Mumford and the 
fact that it is a complete set was proved by Kirwan [6]. Briefly, these relations are obtained 
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from a natural rank 2g - 1 vector bundle F over Ss, x J, where J is the Jacobian of C. The 
Chern classes of F may be expressed in terms of cI, /I, til, . . . , tj2, and the cohomology classes 
of J. Hence, for each class oeH*(J), one may formally evaluate 
s 4m J 
to obtain polynomials in c(, p, $,, . . . , t,b2,. When Y 2 29, these must be relations, because 
c,(F) = 0. These are the Mumford relations. 
Remark 2.4. By (2.1) and (2.3), the relation ideal has Poincare polynomial 
tQ(1 + t)29 
(1 - ?)(l - t4)‘ 
Since P(J; t) = (1 + L)*~, this formula strongly suggests that the ideal is freely generated as 
a Q [a, /II-module by the Mumford relations coming just from Cam. This has recently 
been proved by Earl [3]. 
3. A STRUCTURE THEOREM 
Mumford made a second, less publicised, conjecture about the structure of H*(4), 
based on computer calculations for g < 5 by D. Bayer. 
To explain this we must bring in one other important cohomology class 
Y = 2 i @ilC/i+gEH6(&) 
i=l 
which arises naturally from the symplectic structure on H’(C; Z). In what follows, a key role 
is played by the subring generated by ~1, /I and y, which we denote by 
HT(Mg) c H*(d). 
This subring is actually the subring of classes invariant under the mapping class group, so 
its importance should not be surprising. However, we will not explicitly use this fact in this 
paper. 
For g 3 2, let 
Ig~Qr%B,rl 
be the ideal of relations holding in H:(d), and in addition let I0 = (1) and I1 = (a, /?, y). The 
first important observation is 
LEMMA 3.1. I, c I, for 0 < g d n. 
Proof: This is trivial for g = 0 and true for g = 1 because I, is homogeneous. For g > 2, 
the inclusion follows from the fact that the classes a, /I and y are essentially independent of g. 
To be more precise, under any of the natural topological embeddings 4 w d+ r (cf. [14, 
Proposition 261 and the discussion preceding it), the classes defined on the higher genus 
moduli space pull back to the same classes on the lower genus moduli space. Hence, any 
expression in c(, ,$ y which vanishes in H*(d+ 1) also vanishes in H*(d). 0 
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Recall that, for any 2g-dimensional vector space H, a non-degenerate two-form y E A2H 
determines a primitive decomposition of the exterior algebra A*H. For 0 6 k d g, the 
primitive component of AkH is 
Ak,H = ker(ygek+ l: AkH -+ A2g-k+2H) 
where yYek+’ acts by multiplication in A*H. The primitive decomposition is then 
4 
A*H z 0 Ak,H @ Q[y]/(yg-k+‘). (3.1) 
k=O 
Now the class y E H6(J$) is such a non-degenerate two-form for H = H3(4) and Mumford 
conjectured that a similar decomposition holds for the cohomology ring, that is, there is an 
isomorphism 
H*(4) Z 6 AkoH3(4) 0 a[& 8, rl/~g-k. 
k=O 
(3.2) 
The general form of the expression is to be expected from the way the Mumford relations 
are generated; it is the fact that the annihilator of AtH3(Ng) depends only on g - k that 
gives this second conjecture its extra precision. We now use the basic properties of the 
intersection pairings, proved in [14], to verify the conjecture. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 
v: k&)o Ak H3(Mg) 0 QCa, B, yl -, H*(Mg) 
be the obvious map. Then 
ker v = 6 AiH3(Ng) Q Z9_k. 
k=O 
Proof. There is a coarser decomposition than the primitive decomposition, namely that 
when k is even 
AkH3 = ker(yg-k/2) @ (Y~‘~). 
One may render [ 14, Proposition 241 et seq. as follows: if p E Q [cc, fl, y] and q E AkH3, and 
either k is odd or q E ker(ygek12), then 
s pq = 0. ,‘ll 
Now observe that if qEAtH3 and q’EAiH3, with k + k’ even and k # k’, then 
qq’Eker(yg-‘k+J““2 ). Further observe that the pairing 
A;H3 0 A;H3 + A2gH3: (q, q’) ~qq’y~-~ 
is non-degenerate. Hence, we may, for 0 6 k d g, choose a basis { qki) 1 6 i < dim Ak,H3} for 
AiH3, and also a dual basis {q;} with respect o this pairing. 
Consider a general element 
r = 1 qljplj E O Ak,H3 0 Q Cay P, ~1 
1.j k=O 
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where PljE Q [a, B, y]. Then the above observations, together with [14, Proposition 261 
show that, for p’ E Q [a, /?, y], 
This evaluation is zero for all p’ if and Only if Pki E 1, _k. Hence, r E ker v if and only if 
pki E 1, _k for all k and i. 0 
From this result we may calculate the Poincare polynomial P,(sS,; t) of H;(4). From 
(3.2) and (2.5) we have 
By induction, this yields 
(1 - ?“)(l - tQ) 
PI(J$ t) - f%M-2; t) = (1 _ t2)(1 _ t4) 
and hence 
Wl(l _ p9-4P)(l _ pg-BP) 
P,(J$;t) = c t6P 
p=o (1 - t’)(l - t4) 
= (1 - t2”)(1 - tZg+2)(1 - tZg+4) 
(1 - t’)(l - t4)(1 - t6) . 
(3.3) 
This formula was the starting point for this paper, when it appeared in the course of the 
proof that II: is the algebraic cohomology ring for a general curve C (see Cl]). The 
shape of the formula strongly suggests that this ring is a complete intersection or, more 
precisely, that I, is generated by three relations in degrees 2g,2g + 2 and 2g + 4. The rest of 
the paper is taken up with showing that this is indeed the case. 
4. THE FIRST RELATION IN GENUS g 
By Proposition 2.1 (see also [lo, Section 51, the first relation in A*H3(Ng) 0 Q [a, /I] is 
in degree 2g and is unique up to scalar multiplication. In addition, the coefficient of clg is 
non-zero, so we normalise the relation by choosing this coefficient o be 1, and we denote 
this normalised relation by {,. By Theorem 3.2, the uniqueness implies that [, E Q [cr, /I, y] 
and, with the benefit of hindsight, we will write it as 
5, = 1 L” ewY + 4)” 




where the normalisation implies that As,o,o = 1 for all s. The reason for choosing the class 
2y + c$ instead of just y comes from (4.4) below. 
The original method for obtaining partial informaton about the relations was to restrict 
to a special family whose cohomology is known. This was how Ramanan [12] found the 
complete set of relations in genus 3. The precise information that this method yields is the 
following. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. For all d > 0 and s > 0, 
= j$o(- l)jC 
j! 
Proof. The special family of vector bundles is parametrised by a projective bundle 
associated to a rank g Picard bundle over the Jacobian J. We will calculate the pull-back of 
[, and observe that this must be a multiple of the canonical relation in the cohomology ring 
of the projective bundle, which is also in degree 29. 
We recall the construction of this family in [12]. It is convenient o choose the fixed line 
bundle Lo (cf. Introduction) to have degree 1 and let 9 be the universal bundle on J x C, 
normalised by the requirement hat c,(~)E H’(J) 0 Hi(C). Then, because the degree of 
A4 = _Y2 @ I,; i is negative along the fibres of n : J x C + J, it follows that R’n,M is locally 
free, and of rank g by Riemann-Roth. Let P + J be the associated projective bundle and 
observe that there is over P x C a universal extension 
0~6P~E~OP(-1)06p-10Lo~0 (4.3) 
where the obvious pull-backs have been omitted and Up( - 1) is dual to the relative 
hyperplane bundle. The restriction of E to {p} x C never splits and so is always a stable 
bundle of rank 2 and determinant Lo. Hence, there is a morphism $J : P --+ 4 such that E is 
the pullback of the universal bundle “u on 4 x C. From (4.3) we may calculate the Chern 
classes of E, again omitting pull-backs: 
c,(E) =f- h, c2(E) = - hc,(_Y) - ~~(9’)~ 
where h is the class of b,(l) andfis the fundamental class of C, as in (2.2). In addition, note 
that ~~(9)~ = - 20f, where 8 is the class of the theta divisor on J. Hence, 
c2(End E) = 4c,(E) - Cam = 2(h + 46){- 4hc1(Z) - h2. 
Comparing this with (2.2), we see that 
I* = h + 40, #*(D) = h2, 4*(2y + a/j’) = h3 (4.4) 
thus, writing % for 4*(u), we have 
$*([,) = C 
s,t,u> 0 
,&. ; iish2’+3”. 
0 
s+21+3u=g 
On the other hand (cf. [12, Lemma 5.4]), the canonical relation in the cohomology ring 
of P, and the only relation in degree 2g involving just h and 6, is 
17 
g (ii - h)’ hg_i 
i=O 
(4.5) 
because the ith Chern class of R’n,M is (40)‘/i!. Comparing coefficients of gg, we see that 
(4.5) must be equal to 4*(&)/g!. Hence, comparing coefficients of ii”hd with s + d = g, we 
obtain 
This is easily rearranged to give (4.2). 0 
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The first 5 non-trivial cases of (4.2) are 
1 s,1.0= 1, ko.1 =2, &,2,0=9, &,I,1 =44, &,0,2+&,3.0=265 (4.6) 
which happens to be sufficient information to determine [, for g < 5, but is clearly 
insufficient for larger values of g, Somewhat remarkably, to determine [, in general the only 
extra facts we need to use are that the relation ideals are nested (Lemma 3.1) and that we 
know the number of relations in each degree from (3.3). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. With the conuentions co = 1 and cl = a, we haue for all g >, 1 
i g+l = d, + g2P5g-1 + &JkI - l)Yi,-2. (4.7) 
Proof A straightforward calculation, using (4.1) and (4.6), shows that (4.7) is true 
for g < 5. 
Now suppose g > 5. Then 5, 1 + E I,+ 1 E I,- *. However, (3.3) shows that there are 
exactly 6 independent relations in I, _ 2 of degree 2g + 2 and we already know 6 relations. 
aig, u2Cg-1, a3ig-2, Prg-l? dCg-2, c&J + doi,-2. (4.8) 
The columns of the following matrix contain the (O,O), (l,O), (O,l), (2,0) and (1,l) coefficients 
and the sum of the (0,2) and (3,0) coefficients of the 6 relations in (4.8), where “(t, u) 
coefficient” means the coefficient of cr”j3’(2y + or/?)” with s + 2t + 3u = g + 1: 
I 1 1 1 0 0 
(;) C”;‘) (“,‘) Y 1 0 
2G) 2(g;‘) 2(“i2) 0 0 1 
9C) 9C9,‘) 9Cg,*) C”,‘) C”,‘) 0 
44(9) 5 44(g-‘) 5 44(9-*) 5 2(9-l) 3 2(“-*) 3 (“_‘) 2 
265(‘) 6 265(‘-‘) 6 265(‘-*) 6 9(g-‘) 4 9(“-*) 4 2(“-‘) 3 
This matrix has determinant - 12(g - l)(g - 2)3(g - 3)*(g - 4) # 0; hence the 6 relations 
in (4.8) are independent and any relation in lge2 of degree 2g + 2 is determined by the 
knowledge of the 6 coefficients above. One can show by direct calculation, using (4.1) and 
(4.6), that these coefficients agree for the two sides of (4.7) and hence that (4.7) is true. 0 
Remark 4.3. The relation (4.7) is actually equivalent to the fact that the constants 
9 
A,.~,~ are independent of s and satisfy the recurrence relation 
&,I,, = Cd - l)*&,,- I,,, + Cd - l)(d - 2)&,,,,- 1 (4.9) 
for d > 0, where d = 2t + 3u, and the initial values are jl,,o,o = 1 and A,,,. = 0 if t < 0 or 
u < 0. One can easily check that this is at least consistent with (4.2). 
5. A FULL SET OF RELATIONS 
We complete the paper by proving the main theorem: that H;(d) is a complete 
intersection ring. We do this with the help of an additional set of polynomials 
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[s,n E Z [x, /I, y] for g > 0, II > 0 defined recursively by 
i&n = g2P5s-I,.-1 + 2g(g - l)Y&7-2,"-1~ g>2,na1 (5.1) 
starting from 
i,,o = is, i&n = 0 (n 2 I), i1,n = B (n = I), 0 (n > 1). 
It follows at once that isen = 0 for n > g. 
One may observe immediately from (5.1) and (4.7) that 
i,,l = i,+1 -&El,. (5.2) 
We will in fact see that all these polynomials are relations in I, and that they are essentially 
a full set. To be more precise, they are a Grobner basis for I, when g is even, and, when g is 
odd, they become a Grobner basis on the addition of one more relation, written easily in 
terms of them. 
For calculations, it is convenient o introduce the normalisations 
%=$ cg,n = b 
. . 
which consequently satisfy the recurrence relations 
(9 + I&+, = c& + gB$-1 + 2Y[g-2 (53a) 
&, = gP&,n-1 + 2Yil,-2,.-1 (5.3b) 
for g 2 2, n 2 1. If we make the conventions that cg and cg,” are zero for g < 0, these remain 
true for all g. 




where we use the notation 
{;}=(“:i)+(“?r’j 
and the convention that (f) = 0 for i < 0 and for i > k. 
Proof: First note that both expressions give 0 when g < 0 and [g when n = 0, and so we 
need to show that both satisfy (5.3b). For (5.4a), this follows easily from the identity 
n(~I:)=g(~I:I:)+i(Vnlli). 
For (5.4b), observe first that we may use (5.3a) to write &Cm in two ways and thus obtain 
(m + 1)6~Pn+ 1 -(n + l)L+lL = BGd2L-l - dn-~Ln) + WLL-2 -G-2&d 
416 
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use the identities 
to write 
((9 + i)t”-i-lr^,+i-1 -(n - i - l)r^,-i-2r^,+i) 
(fn-i-lCg+i-2 - L-i-3tg+i) 
i^,-I-itg-l+i + 2y f (- 1)’ t-l-iilg-*+i 
i=O 
which readily yields the required recurrence relation. cl 
Now (5.4b) generalises (5.2) and shows that [s,n E I, for all n, since <, + iE ig for all i B 0 
(by Lemma 3.1). From (5.4a) one may read off the leading monomials of J&~, using the 
reverse lexicographic ordering with the variables ordered CC, y, fi. They are 
EgeZnyn for 0 < n < f 
(5.5) 
yy2n-9 for f < n d g. 
In particular, [g,g = 
in [6, 141. 
It is now only a 
THEOREM 5.2. 
fig. The fact that this is a relation was conjectured in [lo] and proved 
small step to the following. 
1, = (ig, ig+l, &+2). 
Proof. For g = 0, 1, we recall that IO = (1) and I1 = (CL, D, y) by definition; the result 
follows by direct calculation of [, for 0 < g < 3. For g 2 2, we write Zb = (c,, o, lg, i, . . . , c,,,) 
and observe that (5.4b) actually shows that 
Z$ c Kg, i,+ 1, i,+z) E 1, 
since (4.7) implies that cg+iE([g, cg+i, g+2 5 ) for all i 2 0. The result will then follow by 
showing that the Poincare polynomial of the quotient Q[u, B, y]/Z$ is bounded above 
by (and hence equal to) the Poincare polynomial of Q[cl, ,!I, y]/Z,. 
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When g is even, it follows from (5.5) that the monomials 
c?‘jS$Jp, i + 2p < g, j + 2P < cl> 
417 
(5.6) 
span Q [cr, fi, y]/Z$. When g is odd, we may reach the same conclusion by noting that I$ also 
contains a relation whose leading monomial is yCg+ l)“, namely 
Hence, an upper bound on the Poincart: polynomial of Q [cc, fl, r]/1$ is 
[g/21 I _ +-4P)(l _ fw8P) t6P 
c’ 
p=o (1 - t’)(l - t4) . 
By (3.3), this is also the Poincart polynomial of Q [a, p, y]/Z$, which, as already observed, 
completes the proof. 0 
Remark 5.3. In the course of the above proof, we have actually shown that [g,o, . . . , [g,g, 
together with [q,g,2 when g is odd, is a Griibner basis for I, and that the monomials in (5.6) 
are a basis of HT(Ng). (This remains true for g = 1 if we define fl, 1,2 = y.) It then follows 
from (3.2) that H*(4) has a monomial basis consisting of 
Uifii$il . . . $ik, i + k <g, j + k <g, il < ... < ik. 
These monomials are naturally counted by (2.5) and this provides a natural explanation for 
the multiplicities of the Sp(2g; Z)-representations AkH3 in H*(4), which were computed 
by Nelson [S]. 
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